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Windows have typically been the least efficient thermal component in the residential envelope, but technology advances over the past decade have helped to dramatically improve the energy efficiency of
window products. While the thermal performance of these advanced technology windows can be easily
characterized for a particular building application, few precise estimates exist of their aggregate
on
national or regional energy use. Policy-makers, utilities, researchers and the fenestration industry must
better understand these products' ultimate conservation potential in order to determine the value of
developing new products and initiating programs to accelerate their market acceptance. This paper
presents a method to estimate the conservation potential of advanced window technologies, combining
elements of two well-known modeling paradigms: supply curves of conserved energy and residential enduse forecasting. The unique features include: detailed descriptions of the housing stock
and
vintage, state-of-the-art thermal descriptions of window technologies, and incorporation of market effects
to calculate achievable conservation potential and timing~ We demonstrate the methodolo
comparing, for all new houses built between 1990 and 2010, the conservation potential of very . . .
R-value "superwindows" in the North Central federal region and
(moderate R-value and solar transmittance) windows in California.
J&JlLlI."""JL ......llLll ... ,

Introduction
New window
over the last decade
pr()IDISe dramatic improvements in the thermal na.1t°1"n't"'t'n_
ance of residential windows.
advances have
taken
on many fronts, and the
possible
combinations result in a bewildering array of new window
products. For this reason, the National Fenestration Rating
Council is developing a thermal rating system to
consumers,
state officials, and utilities to gauge
and compare the energy
of residential fenestration
This
is an
step in
the
of residential window
because it
allows
of alternative window pr()dUlcts
on the
of energy
The new window
in
somewhat of a
that researchers have studied the thermal
of
individual windows in great detail (for example, Arasteh
et ale 1985 &
estimates of the expected societal
energy
from these
have not been
conducted at
the same level of detaiL Evaluation of
window
must go
simply Qn.p~.t'1t·'\T'lI1"'I10'
the intrinsic
of the individual unit (such as
V-value and
coefficient) to address the extensive
(such as market penetration of particular
and energy savings in particular house types and
clnnat:es) aet,ernrnnln.2; the society-wide energy conservation
pot:entlaL Lack of information in this area prevents several
analyses of advanced window technologies,
evaluation of policies, such as
ImArJrOVSTJ'(]

codes or energy
standards, on the state and
federal level,
planning of utility demand-side
management programs, (3) providing guidance to window
technology
efforts, and (4)
window
manufacturers concentrate their research and
efforts on the most appropriate
products.
the rapid pace of progress in window technologies deters many interested organizations from attt~ml)tu:U!
to estimate the potential energy savings from windows.
For all these reasons, the Windows and Daylighting
at Lawrence
has undertaken the
of such an
This
paper traces the first tasks in that
effort
conservation potential studies have dealt
with advanced technology windows, this methodology is
unique because it maintains a detailed description of the
housing stock by region and vintage, includes state-of-theart thermal descriptions of window technologies, and
incorporates market effects to calculate achievable
conservation
and

Window Technology Review
The last decade has
a wide
of technological options for controlling heat transfer and solar
through windows without reducing visual clarity.
Manual or
controlled
shades have
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been replaced by transparent (to the human eye) lowemissivity coatings which can either transmit solar energy
like clear glass (for heating dominated applications) or
minimize "invisible" solar heat gains (for cooling dominated applications) ~ Air spaces in glazing cavities have
been replaced with low-conductivity gas-fills to further
increase the resistance to heat transfere Thus, for the same
number of glazing layers and minimal to moderate price
increases, R-values can be two to three times higher than
similar glazing systems manufactured ten years agoe In
fact, glazing materials have progressed to the point where
are no longer the least efficient component in window
thermally conductive frame elements utilizsystems..
metallic components are being replaced with much
more insulating materials such as
and fiberglass.
Taken together, the materials and design improvements
1 have revolutionized the thermal
illustrated in
n~11"t'n1r'"81n'!:1inr'~ of windows~

Energy

onservati n

otential

.$ln~llv~t~ have estimated energy conservation
from two distinct
technology or
economic
As the name
models are based on the
that energy-use technOJl021eS are the
determinant of energy COIlsumptlOJtl..
These models therefore concentrate on individual energyand their
while
behavioral
of energy use as an
exogenous
This allows
estimates of energy
at the level of the individual
or
while
some detail in the

iJVII,.V.!Lll'I!-.U;.~•.a

economic, and behavioral trends affecting an entire
population 1.. Economic models, on the other hand, are
based on the premise that economic processes (be they
macroeconomic, such as national
or microeconomic, such as consumer decision-making) lie at the
heart of energy use.. These models typically view
technologies not as discrete and identifiable components,
but rather as a continuous spectrum defmed only by an
energy-efficiency index (e.g., coefficient of performance)
and cost This technology representation frees the analysis
of engineering minutiae and allows technological tradeoffs
to be modeled as an economic decision process--at the
expense of some loss of precision in describing the energy
savings and costs of a
technology.. The advantage of
these models is that
explicitly treat economic
behavior as the means by which the market influences
For this reason, the economic mOaelmg
energy
paradigm is used most
where "large-scale
economic trends are
in
energy enduse, such as at
national laboratories
and utilities. This
draws on both
of mOaelmg
techniques because we are concerned with the detailed
of a
class
Wl1nd()w~~ 1 while at the same time mindful of the
economic factors \vhich influence the
of these
ff

were somewhat different
we have drawn on
models as
much as
to avoid
and save effort
The result is a modular
illustrated schematically in
2,
several of these
models
0

1''0
this new model from other end-use
we call it the Window Conservation Potential
modeL

J..AAVuvAb:ll ..

Mo 1
The
stock is a dynamic
of
which windows ate
one
altJ110lJl2ll the WCP model is primarily concerned with the
energy effects of windows, it must model all aspects of
the housing stock in order to
forecast the
conservation potential of advanced technology windows
and differentiate the effects of window changes from the
other evolutionary changes taking
in the housing
stock. "Non-window" factors of interest include the
number of houses in the housing
shell
thermal
(of which windows are one component),
internal thermal
and HVAC
efficiencies-all of which are readily. available from residential end-use
models..
an existing
model to
these
we avoid redundant
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forecasts and remove a Sl£jDltJlCaJlt ITl0(1lellIl2 load from the
WCPmodele We
LBL Residential
Model
UeSe DOE
to nrc~Vl(ie OlemO.2;lrap,rnc

The
2
consist of
houses
the average house
stock (a
characteristics within each sector of the
sector is defined
a
combination of
house
and
These data are
derived from several sources. For
houses the
average thermal shell characteristics are derived from the
DeS. DOE Residential
DOE
For new houses we use the
thermal shens defined in
et ale 1991a.
To
the
LBL-REM forecasts non-thermal shell
such as space
COl1dltlo:nrnl2 ~:lUlpm,ent efficiencies and internal thermal
loads. Based on these prototype house inputs, we then use
the PEAR space
energy model
et ale
to calculate annual space conditioning energy
CO!lSUmt~tloln for each building prototype, from which we
determine energy savings by subtracting energy consumption for the same prototype with advanced
No
has been made in this project to
calibrate the PEAR
although
in the
_'lI"'.n,'tn1MlT1I"'llQ>

'l:'U1i1nrl.t""'i1(::l""'.

Irnl.i'lrnvin'o

thermal load model is eXi)ectea to be much less than for
the statistical
used to
the

The current version of the WCP model uses a spr'ea<lsneet
to combine the
stock data from LBL-REM and
the energy
calculated
thus ca1lcuI~atUJlg
the society-wide energy
window
~.o.,..h1l"'ll,
installed in a
of housese
this technical conservation potential--assuming
that the entire stock is converted to efficient windows--is a
llIDlltUJlg case for the
we wish to conduct. To
address the
aspect of conservation, we model an
annual retrofit rate which determines the extent to which
the existing window stock has been converted to advanced
technologies. Other market effects can be modeled
through adjustment of the new window technology market
penetration. Currently, the market
is estimated
exogenously, but in the future we
to more explicitly
model the economic factors
market nf":Tli~fir:~tion. Finally, the WCP model calculates economic indicators for the window technology of interest
as cost of
conserved energy or benefit/cost ratio)
advanced
window technology cost
in
with the
These measures
energy savings calculated
..... I,.,• .nr'li.1'
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provide information on the cost-effectiveness of window
technologies in specific applications~

that the retrofit market may indeed offer a large potential
for the adoption of energy-efficient windows
1988)~

Window
Past efforts at estimating window conservation
lacked sufficient data on
current window characteristics for use in measuring
energy savings realized through conversion to advanced
technology windows~ As part of this modeling effort, we
examined potential data sources to determine if sufficient
data are available to specify a window baseline$ Table 1
presents the window parameters needed for the WCP
model, as well as the best data sources for each parameter$ We do not present the data themselves because they
are disaggregated by region, house type, and
equipment, and thus too voluminous to present here~ The
data on windows in new houses are sufficient to support
very accurate conservation potential estimates, while for
eXlstll1lf! homes the window descriptions are lacking certain
data$ We can
for these omissions
assuming
reasonable values$ Another
the
window
is that
one-half of all new
windows sold are used in retrofit
indicating

Study
In order to exercise the WCP model, we compared the
conservation
for two advanced window technologies installed in all new homes built between 1990
and 2010 in two different regions~ Specifically, we
calculated the
energy savings for spectrallyselective windows (incorporating a specialized low-e
coating which reflects incident solar infrared radiation
while still transmitting visible
thus limiting solar
heat
and cooling
in California and supenvindows in the North Central federal region (Colorado,
Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and
The details of the window technologies and
nOllSllJU2: n'rot&~tv'ne~ are shown in Table 2e
The advanced
for these
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windows in Table 2 rep1resent
window
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which the numerical values
calculated
19850 For "current
teristics are derived from
that the
material is
palranlet€~r is an LBL estimate
of windows.

in the table have been
described in Arasten et aL
the
characet alo
clear
based on ~V1"",,:IhM~nr'>&ll>

is a pr()le(~tl(J~n of future
for
which are now
the
we
assumed a
into the market for both
The "base case" market
\vhich the
enter the market through natural
diffusion
at 0% market share in 1990 and
increases to 25 % in 2005
technologies have equal
We derived this diffusion rate through
~n~lln(J~ll to similar
necessarily wHnd('~w~: L
we modeled a "policy" case in which unde."U',,;Tp>-r1nrnp.nt or
strongly
the
of the
to 90 % market
As this case
tecnnIOIC~f!H~S

q.1lo'i\,,&'l.4.il,....il'V.IIUl,

ImirJFOVIYJ'Q

perJletr;atlc)n in 2005 G
3
the results of this
case
window
can reduce annual
space
energy
in the year 2010
2-4% if no policies are enacted and
5-25% as a
result of
The variation between climates and enduses are due to the nature of the
technologies-for
do very little to reduce coolloado The results show that the advanced technologies
are effective at their designed tasks: spectrally-selective
windows reduce the cooling load in California, and superwindows reduce heating load in the North Central

When aggregated over an entire population of houses, the
total energy savings differ
between A\;,I~,J.V.uL~.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the technologies save comparable amounts of energy for their intended apl)l1(~at).onS--llGeG
cooling in California and heating in the North Central
region.
these effects are dwarfed by the magnitude of
in
due mainly to the
California climate
fact that heating load in the
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the incremental costs over the "current practice" windows
described in Table 2. We assume that spectrally-selective
windows cost the same as current low-e, gas-filled windows, as documented in Koomey et aL 1991a. Superwindow costs are LBL estimates of the expected 1995 cost
premium over and above the cost of low-e, gas-filled
windows. Figure 5 shows that in both regions and for all
fuel types the benefit/cost ratio exceeds 1, particularly in
the case of electrically-heated homes. Thus the technologies evaluated are good investments for new construction
in these regions.
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Cooling
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Cooling

North Canl,al

3" Fraction of Annual Baseline Consumption
Saved in 2010

than the
load (hence
energy
are relatively much higher for heating than for
and the stock of houses is much
in
California than the North Central
\ve examined the cost-effectiveness of the technolothe benefit!cost
defmed as the ratio of
annual energy
dollar
to annualized
tal cost. A benefit/cost ratio
than 1 indicates that
an investment is cost-effective. We calculated these results
a 7 % real discount rate, 30 year window lifetime,
and 1988 energy
as documented in U.S. DOE
1989c and 1990. Because we examined new construction,
advanced
window
costs are taken to be
tnr~ou~~n

Cooling

H@~ting

CMifornitl

He~ting

Cooling

Energy efficient window technologies have been in laboratory development for several years and are now widely
available on the market. For this reason, many organizations--both government and private--need quantitative
information as to the
energy savings from these
windows in order to determine policies and research
priorities. The methodology described here has been
developed to better understand the effect of advanced
technology windows and thereby provide the information
these organizations require. The WCP model forecasts the
energy savings expected to occur for specific window
technologies installed in specific groups of houses.
Although similar analyses have been conducted in the
past, this analysis includes several unique features:
(1) detailed descriptions of the housing stock by region
and vintage, (2) state-of-the-art thermal descriptions of
window technologies, and (3) incorporation of market
effects to calculate achievable conservation potential and
timing.
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North Cenlral
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ure 4" Annual
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= 10-3
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Analyses such as we have described. in this report will
advance both the research of advanced window
technologies and their acceptance into the market.
Conservation potential estimates aHow government
agencies and utilities to promote those technologies which
are most effective, and identify the policies which will
bring about the greatest energy savings. For governmental
agencies, these policies include window labeling
legislation, energy-efficiency standards, and building
codes. For utilities, policies include purchase rebate and
housing retrofit programs. Conservation estimates also
allow window technology researchers to concentrate their
effort on those technologies which show the greatest
potential for energy savings.
This analysis employed an initial version of the WCP
model. The results show that advanced. window technologies can save a substantial amount of energy (up to 25 %
of baseline consumption) and are cost-effective, as evidenced
a benefit/cost ratio greater than one in both
climate zones and for all fuels examined.. In the future, we
to upgrade the model by:
incorporating space
conditioning
models more appropriate to
advanced window technologies (such as RESFEN or even
slnlpl:lhe~ versions of
(2) further integration with
residential energy end-use
and
(3) further
to better define the window charachouses.
teristics of
While the

in this paper focused on new
it is
to note that with the current
de'{e14JPIneIlt of advanced window
and eX1Jected
av~uIBLbljJtv of
for aU climates in the next
for
several years, window retrofits offer a
energy conservation The window conservation pOlten'ual
model described here will
as to
and POJ.1CH~S
the most effective
the
of advanced window tecnnC)!ogles.
energy
for
to address a different class of ~i'HI! hlQ1Q
window models. At the same
to
or groups of
sornethUJi2 that other energy conservation polten1tlal
models have not done. Thus the window
tool fultins a
niche in the energy conservation a_n.allv~l~
field.
.......
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Endnotes
1. A well-known type of technology model is the supply
curve of conserved energy methodology The best
recent example of this work is Koorney, et. al 1991b.
This analysis indirectly incorporates some of the
important dynamic economic influences by using
demographic input parameters estimated by a
residential end-use forecasting modele
0

2. An updated version of the PEAR model which focuses
specifically on windows--RESFEN--is available in
beta-test form (Sullivan 1991), and will be used in the
WCP model when more widely available. RESFEN
was specifically developed to model the impacts of
advanced window technologies in single family
homes. Multifamily space conditioning loads are
modeled through other meanso
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